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Chapter 781 - "Earthquake" 

Ignoring the shrinking barrier, Ainsley nodded at the Godfather and the 

Godfather immediately possessed Ainsley's body. 

The baby's body instantly glowed in a pale golden light. 

Her previously purple hair slowly turned dark green starting from the root of 

her hair to the tip. 

The next moment, her glistening blue eyes resembling the sky changed into 

majestic golden pupils. 

Dark green hair and golden eyes. With a stick of matcha, Pocky hanging in 

her mouth...a slightly messy hair too... 

The big bosses around Ainsley saw the transformation with their own eyes, 

and they couldn't help but shudder. 

When those golden pupils looked at them, although only a casual glance, their 

legs couldn't help but tremble. 

The pressure and the aura are too heavy for them to bear! 

This is the first time they saw the Godfather possessing Ainsley with their own 

two eyes. Such a drastic change... 

It is really the Godfather! 

The Godfather noticed the big bosses' gazes on him, but he didn't mind them 

at all. Instead, he closed his eyes and raised his hands. 

His fingers started to move around, like dancing in the air. His arms swayed, 

following a certain 'dance' movement, as if he's performing a traditional ritual 

or something. 
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However, because he used Ainsley's body, people only saw the baby slowly 

floating in the air and moving her hands like a conductor. 

This movement reminded them of Ainsley's first battle video, where she fought 

against the Aretha Family and their little followers. 

Isn't that the Requiem of Death, Ainsley's signature movement when she's 

about to commit a massacre? 

But now, it was used to draw all kinds of blood scattered around the island. 

The Godfather also fished out all types of blood residing at the ocean, 

conveniently cleaning the tainted sea. 

More and more blood of various colours gathered in front of the Godfather. 

These blood balls slowly became bigger and in the blink of an eye, it merged 

into one crimson blood ball. 

Right after a blood ball as big as a car or even bigger appeared in front of 

Ainsley, the baby snapped her finger, and the blood ball splashed into the sky, 

slowly forming a thin blood dome. 

The sun had just risen, and the sunlight conveniently shone upon the crimson 

dome that covered the mine and the entire base of Pandora Island. 

The dome wasn't big, but it wasn't small either. It was definitely bigger than 

the last blood dome Ainsley used in the war to get the Godfather Mausoleum. 

Right now, the Godfather was the one controlling the blood dome and not 

Ainsley. Back then, it was Ainsley, and she only did that because she went 

berserk. 

The control over the blood dome was naturally better than last time. This time, 

the dome looked pretty thin, but it was durable as hell. 



The smell of blood started to assault everyone's nose, but it didn't smell fishy 

and disgusting. 

Instead, it smelled sweet and somehow aroused everyone's fighting spirit. 

The Godfather's blood dome already spread the 'berserker' status ailment for 

all the people inside the dome. 

Their fighting spirit would soar, and their bloodthirsty nature would be 

amplified by several degrees. 

However, they would only harm the enemies and not their allies. 

The blood dome was completed right when the barrier disappeared for real, 

leaving nothing but several barrier-making machines that couldn't work for 

some reasons. 

The blood dome's timely appearance attracted the enemies' attention. After 

all, the crimson red dome reflected the sunlight, giving off a strange vibe. 

One would look at Pandora Island's black ground and suddenly saw a huge 

crimson dome popping out of nowhere. 

The contrast between black and crimson, plus the miasma surrounding the 

island...that crimson dome suddenly looked like the demons' castle or 

something. 

The enemies who were residing in the ships couldn't help but be stunned. 

"Marshal is that..." One of the commanders wanted to ask, but before he could 

finish his words, the marshal already answered him. 

"That's a blood dome! One of the Godfather's most famous skill. Damn it. That 

baby really contracts the Godfather as her contracted spirit!" 

The higher-ups said that the Godfather was in a coma. 



That's why he didn't think the Godfather would appear here and even used 

such an energy-consuming skill such as the blood dome. 

Now that the blood dome appeared, even after they destroyed the island's 

barrier, it was still for nothing. 

They also didn't want to destroy the island casually. 

They only wanted to aim for the unfinished base and occupy the entire island 

through the base. 

But now, the blood dome protected the base and the dome would continue to 

exist as long as there was blood. In a war, there's no way there wouldn't be 

blood. 

In fact, blood would be the thing that one could see the most in the middle of a 

war. 

And the Godfather was precisely feared because of his ability to control any 

type of blood. 

He's born to be the God of War! 

The marshal's face was dark, but he tried to stay calm and instructed his 

people to keep executing the plan. 

"What are you waiting for? Quick! Use your abilities!" 

With the marshal commanding them, the elites immediately used their abilities 

one by one, starting from the one who could create weak earthquakes. 

He said that it was a weak earthquake, but the earthquake reached level 6 

and it was absolutely detrimental to an unfinished building. 

Ainsley and the others had just gone to their positions, ready to attack the 

faraway ships, when the ground suddenly shook so hard that they almost lost 

their footings! 



DRKKK. DRKKK. GROOOO. 

The ground shifted. The dust flew everywhere. Even the rocks and other 

instances jumped around everyone's feet. 

GRKK. GRKK! 

I BECOME BABY MAFIA BOSS 
Chapter 782 - "World Union" 

The ground shook so hard that everyone could see their unfinished base 

started to sway here and there, looking as if it's about to crumble anytime. 

Ainsley and the others, who could fly or had flying-type monsters, immediately 

jumped to the sky and watched a part of the island shaking like mad. 

They should be lucky that the mine wasn't directly stormed by the earthquake. 

But...the earthquake itself seemed to be contagious. 

Even if the main source of the earthquake was their base, the effect still 

travelled to the mine and to the Abyss Entrance! 

Those two places weren't that far from the base, after all. When an 

earthquake happened around the base, those two places were also affected. 

Ainsley and the big bosses' faces instantly sank. 

"What's going on? Natural earthquake? Or?" 

"It's man-made. Someone controlled the earthquake to focus only on our 

base. An enemy has the ability to create earthquakes!" 

"Damn! What about the mine? Will the mine collapse after the earthquake? 

And the Abyss Entrance..." 

Pandora Island never got any earthquakes for some reasons, and maybe 

because they had the Abyss Entrance there. 

The Abyss Entrance and exists might be preventing the island from getting 

any types of natural disaster. There's not even a thunderstorm over the island. 
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The island's only natural disaster was the high concentration of toxic miasma. 

That's why no one knew what would happen when an earthquake happened, 

and there's an Abyss Entrance affected by the earthquake. 

Plus...there might be a lot of Abyss Exists around the island that they hadn't 

discovered. Some of them might be affected by the earthquake too. 

Ainsley and the big bosses couldn't help but panic. This is the Abyss Entrance 

and Exists they're talking about. 

If something strange happened, all of them would be finished, and Pandora 

Island might vanish too! 

"Little boss, is the mine alright? What about the Abyss Entrance? And the 

exits? Did the previous owner tell you what will happen if there's an 

earthquake on the island?" 

The big bosses asked Ainsley non-stop, afraid that the incident would affect 

not only the island but also the entire human continent or, even worse– the 

world as a whole. 

Usually, a place with an Abyss entrance and exists was under the World 

Union's responsibilities. 

The World Union– a big organisation that bounded every single race in this 

world. It was created solely to fight demons and to watch over the Abyss 

Entrance or exists. 

Usually, any place that had Abyss Entrances or exists wouldn't be open for 

public and would belong to the World Union to handle. 

They just didn't know why the World Union left Pandora Island alone. 

There's no way they didn't know an Abyss Entrance existed here, right? There 

might be tons of Abyss Exits too! 



The World Union was too powerful for the big bosses, so they never doubted 

the World Union and Pandora Island. 

But when they experienced an earthquake, all of them instantly thought of the 

World Union. 

How come the World Union let someone own Pandora Island? If they knew 

there are Abyss Entrances and exists here, would they let go of such a 

potential danger? 

After all, every Abyss Entrance and Exists carried a part of the Abyss Divine 

Seal. If something happened to a part of the seal, wouldn't that affect the 

entire seal? 

What is the World Union thinking, actually letting this kind of island go? The 

island even had Inheritance Stone mine! Would the World Union let it go? 

They would want to covet the mine and distribute the stones to the higher-ups 

of every race. 

Thinking about this, the big bosses' faces became even darker. 

They suddenly realised that maybe, Pandora Island was a Pandora Box. One 

shouldn't explore the island and dig out the secrets. 

Wouldn't there be a possibility the World Union target their Pandora Island in 

the future? 

The Sloan Family would have to hand over the island no matter what, even if 

they're the legal owner of the island. 

After all, the World Union had a privilege to handle all things related to the 

demons, the Abyss Entrances, Abyss Exists, and the Abyss Divine Seal. 

Would they just develop the island only for the World Union to rob it from 

them? 



The big bosses were worried, and Ainsley was also worried. She only realized 

about this after one of the big bosses asked her. 

Plus, the moment the earthquake happened just now.... she sensed 

something unusual with the Abyss Entrance. 

She felt...something familiar? It was a familiar aura or something...like the 

Godfather's. 

There were also a lot of foreign aura, but all of them felt slightly familiar in the 

end. 

Is it because the Godfather possesses her body, and that's why she became 

even more sensitive to this type of invisible energy? 

And what's weird was that...the familiar feeling came not from the Abyss 

Entrance itself, but...from the Abyss Divine Seal. 

A part of the seal sealed the Abyss Entrance of their Pandora Island. 

The seal was the issue...but she didn't know what was going on! 

Alas, Ainsley didn't know anything, but Zev and the Godfather, who also felt 

the aura fluctuation coming from the seal right after the earthquake, instantly 

reacted. 

Zev's face turned so dark that he almost looked like he was a walking 

thunderstorm. The Godfather suddenly released a thick amount of bloodlust, 

startling everyone around him. 

"Little boss? I-I mean, Godfather? What's wrong? Is there something wrong 

with the Abyss Entrance? Or other issues?" 

The big bosses knew that dead spirits were more sensitive to things like the 

Abyss Seal. 



After all, the legend said that the Abyss Seal was created by various races 

combining their powers, and the spirits were included in this cooperation! 

I BECOME BABY MAFIA BOSS 
Chapter 783 - "Jake’s Display Of Power" 

The Godfather heard the big bosses' questions, but he remained silent. He 

only looked at Zev and signalled with his eyes. 

[Zev, don't. Don't tell Lil Lass about this. She...she is not ready yet.] 

The Godfather's voice penetrated Zev's cloudy mind and the spirit toddler 

immediately recovered his mind. 

The tiny baby clenched his fists tightly and nodded heavily. 

[I...I know. She's not yet ready but in a year, she should be ready to know the 

truth. By that time...I...I hope she can save– ] 

Zev hadn't blurted out the last word when the Godfather cut his speech. 

[Enough. Don't burden her with this kind of mission. As long as she's safe and 

can live a long life...] 

[But– Dave! You've been waiting for too long! Your time is limited. You 

can't...you can't wait for any longer. If...if you...] 

Zev was really about to cry. When he sensed the aura coming from the seal, 

he almost collapsed. 

Hatred and grievance filled his heart. 

He almost couldn't control himself and was about to tell Ainsley everything she 

should know. 

But the Godfather suppressed his hatred and calmly looked at Zev. 

[It's okay. Lil Lass is an adult, indeed, but she has been in this world only for a 

year. She should enjoy her life first.] 
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The Godfather didn't allow Zev to speak anymore and directly ignored the 

spirit who was fuming in anger until he stomped the air and sulked. 

The Godfather chose to talk to the big bosses instead of coaxing Zev, who 

was throwing tantrums. 

"There might be something happening with the Abyss Entrance and the exits 

because of the earthquake. But we should focus on the war first before 

examining the damage." 

The Godfather was actually confident that the Abyss Entrance and the exits 

were alright. Nothing happened. 

But something did happen to the seal. Well, it was just a slight issue caused 

by the earthquake, and it wouldn't be a problem. 

Also, about the World Union thing that the big bosses were worried about... 

The Godfather also knew why they didn't take over Pandora Island and 

wouldn't do so even when they knew about the mine's existence. 

The Pandora Island hid a mystery that even the World Union didn't dare to 

explore. For the island to end up in Ainsley's hands...it could be fate. 

The Godfather reassured the big bosses before speaking to their 800 troops 

through the Airpods. 

"Stay away from the base in case the base break down. But don't get out of 

the blood dome's inner layer. This Lord is making the outer layer now." 

The Godfather believed that they could rebuild the base whenever they 

wanted. 

As long as the alliance members lend them a lot of tools to build buildings, 

they could build many bases in just a month or two. 



And so, even if their unfinished base got destroyed, it didn't matter as long as 

the troops were fine. 

With the Godfather's command, the 800 troops did their best to stay away 

from the unfinished base. 

But maybe because the earthquake wasn't that strong, the base didn't break 

in the end. 

Only...the water level rose thanks to the earthquake. The island was 

surrounded by the ocean, and the base's location itself wasn't that far from the 

sea. 

Usually, when they had the barrier, they didn't need to fear tsunami or any 

other natural disasters related to the sea. 

But now that the barrier was gone...and the water level increased, the 800 

troops instantly got nervous. 

"Boss. Will there be a tsunami? Not all of us have flying-type monsters or 

beasts. When a tsunami happens, what should we do?" 

One of Ainsley's people asked in a trembling voice as they watched the sea's 

surface level rise steadily. 

If there's a tsunami in the next few minutes, they believe that! 

"This...don't worry. I'll think of a way." 

Ainsley acted calm, but she was also worried about the probability of having a 

tsunami attacking the island. 

However, she was busy creating the blood dome's outer layer that she would 

use to trap intruders who come to the land and attack them. 

It was at this exact moment, Jake, who was silent all this time, suddenly 

raised his hand and attracted the big bosses' attention. 



"It's time for me to use my ability. Tell the troops to get away from the coastal 

area and the shore. I don't want to implicate them." 

Jake loosened his tie and slowly waved his hand as he stood on the back of 

his contracted flying-type beast. 

With his majestic back facing the big bosses and the crowds, plus the sun 

illuminating his figure, the young man suddenly looked like some sort of God. 

"Jake? You– " 

Ainsley was stunned and hadn't even spoken her thought when Jake had 

already snapped his fingers. 

Right after that, a huge amount of gold coins suddenly appeared behind him! 

The glistening gold coins shone brilliantly under the sunlight, almost blinding 

everyone. 

?? A mountain of gold coins? What the heck?? 

Some of the gold coins were even stacked together to create a simple seat for 

Jake. 

It was already weird that the gold coins didn't fall and just quietly floated in the 

air. 

Now, it could even take Jake away, separating him from his flying-type beast! 

Seeing Jake already sitting on the pile of gold coins, Ainsley was even more 

dumbfounded. The other big bosses were the same. 

Only Evan looked calm as he watched Jake waving his right hand once more. 

As if following Jake's hand movement, the rest of the gold coins that didn't 

become Jake's simple seat started to gather behind him, creating a curtain of 

gold coins. 

The young man is about to do something big! 



I BECOME BABY MAFIA BOSS 

Chapter 784 - "The God Of Wealth" 

This time, because of the sheer number of gold coins, the coins started to 

make clicking noises when they bumped into each other, sounding like a 

heavenly bell or something. 

The big bosses watching Jake's curtain of gold coins behind him were 

absolutely confused about what Jake was about to do. 

But all of them were sensible not to ask Jake, fearing that they would disturb 

Jake's ritual before he activated his unknown ability. 

At the same time, Jake himself knew that the alliance members including 

Ainsley, were curious about what he would do and what his power would be. 

Thus, he simply started to talk while the curtain of gold coins behind him 

started to melt one by one! 

"My second ability is called God of Wealth. Using gold coins recognised as the 

international currency, I can have any kind of power I want." 

Jake's voice sounded through the Airpods and he sounded calm as he 

continued to 'burn' more gold coins although he didn't start a fire or anything. 

The gold coins were just melting on its own and then disappeared! 

"The rarer the power, the stronger the power, and the longer I am using the 

power, the more gold coins I'll have to sacrifice." 

As Jake explained to the big bosses about the ability that was unique to the 

Billios Family, his left hand started to move, and the sea suddenly reacted. 

The water seemed alive under someone's control, and the one who controlled 

the seawater was none other than Jake. 

"I can use any kind of power as long as I've seen it with my own two eyes. 

That's why I always travel around to enrich my special ability encyclopedia." 
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This time, the power that Jake chose to have is the power to control water, 

and it's such a strong ability that could control a part of the ocean! 

He's now the king of the seven seas– Jake Billios. 

Ainsley and the others already dropped their jaws as they watched Jake 

resolving the potential tsunami threat and even started to attack all the enemy 

ships. 

This...this 'God of Wealth' ability...isn't this too much of a cheat?? 

Ainsley, who was hiding in the depth of her body, almost took over the 

Godfather's control and kicked the spirit out of her body. 

[How could this be?? I never knew such a weird ability existed, ah! It's the 

power to sacrifice money for the sake of a unique ability!] 

Unlike Ainsley, who felt as if the sky is falling down, the Godfather looked 

pretty calm as he finished the blood dome's outer area. 

[Lil Lass, don't be naive, ah. Do you think a merchant family like the Billios 

Family can become so influential without military troops? It's impossible!] 

The Godfather shook his head as he continued. 

The Billios Family already owned this kind of ability ever since their founder's 

era. 

From generation to generation, the ability will always appear as long as the 

previous ability wielder passes away. 

The Billios Family also had a tradition to choose their next family head based 

on who inherited the God of Wealth special ability. 

The Billios Family was lucky enough to be a rich merchant. 

That's how they always tried to find an Inheritance Stone or anything that 

could pass down this ability to the next generation. 



Not to mention that the Billios Family had to keep their economic power from 

time to time because this ability really burned money. 

It's an ability that could only be used by the rich! 

That's why Jake rarely used this unique ability unless his life was threatened 

or he faced an emergency case like this time. 

Listening to the Godfather's explanation, Ainsley felt numb. 

She thought that only transmigrators would have a heaven-defying ability. 

But Jake's ability was clearly heaven-defying too! 

Could it be that...Jake's ancestors...or maybe the founder of the Billios Family 

was once a transmigrator? 

Even the Godfather wouldn't know about this because the Billios Family 

existed before he was introduced into this world. 

Maybe the Billios Family's founder was one of the first few people who 

transmigrated to this world? Who knows! 

Anyway, Ainsley could only look at Jake in awe as the young man went wild 

playing with the water and the enemy's ships. 

With just one casual hand gesture, a five-meter tall water wall suddenly 

appeared in front of one of the enemy's ships. 

In just the blink of an eye, before the people at the ships could react, the water 

already smashed them hard. 

Splash! Boom! 

"Arghh!" 

"Fck! What's going on?!" 



"Mayday! Mayday! the ship is seriously damaged! The ship can only holds on 

for another ten minutes!" 

The gigantic water wall either directly sunk the ship and destroy the ship with 

the sea pressure or smashed the deck with a bunch of condensed water. 

Even though the water used was just your usual seawater, the ability to 

control the water wasn't your daily water manipulation ability. 

The God of Wealth ability influenced the water itself, making the damage 

delivered by the water several times more serious than before. 

With one ship as a warning, Jake started his attack sphere and didn't hesitate 

to experiment with his power. 

"Water spear!" 

A huge spear created from the seawater suddenly soared to the sky. It was so 

huge and long that people almost mistook it for some sea monsters. 

With such a size, the water spear easily pierced the surrounding ships. 

Coupled with the water pressure brought by the magnificent control, the 

damage was a hundred times better than your usual water spear! 

Splash! Crack! Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Countless ships started to sway. 

Some directly flipped and sank to the sea. 

Another got destroyed under Jake's wild attack. 

This is the power of the God of Wealth! 

I BECOME BABY MAFIA BOSS 

Chapter 785 - "The Real Blood Manipulation Ability" 

While attacking the enemies wildly, Jake didn't even glance at the rapidly 

disappearing gold coins behind him. 
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Whenever a gold coin melted under his weird ability and disappeared into 

nothingness, another gold coin would appear from his storage space. 

His power supply is endless. He got tons of gold coins and also tons of energy 

crystals to replenish his ability. 

Facing such a monster, how could the navy survive? 

Some ships were lucky to survive thanks to the barrier ability users, but 

because all ships were afloat on the water, whenever Jake used his ability, 

they risked their boats sinking. 

The water could carry the boat, but could also sink it! 

The marshal was so mad at Jake's sudden attack that he almost had a heart 

attack. 

"What the hell are you guys doing?! Did you not control the miasma? Or 

create thunderstorms? Just hack that young man to death with thunder or 

something!" 

The marshal didn't believe that their 5000 troops could be defeated this easily. 

If only he weren't so old already, he would have fought that young man head-

on 

He used his ability sparingly and wouldn't use it unless they were about to 

lose the battle. 

Facing the marshal's wrath, the elites shuddered and hurriedly use their 

abilities one after another. 

The ice ability user froze the water beneath their ships. That way, Jake 

couldn't flip the boat so easily anymore and could only control another part of 

the sea to attack the ships. 



The thunderstorm ability user started to channel his ability, and black clouds 

instantly appeared above the base on Pandora Island. 

Seconds later, the sound of thunder sounded throughout the base, and 

thunder flashed occasionally, lighting up the grey sky. 

Pitter patter. 

Drop after drop of rain started to fall to the island, and in no time, it became 

heavy rain with strong wind everywhere, almost forming a tornado! 

Ainsley and the others were fine inside the blood dome, but the rain did make 

the smell of blood stronger when it touched the blood dome. 

If this is a normal thunderstorm, any type of rain should conceal the smell of 

blood instead of enhancing it. 

But this thunderstorm was obviously different. 

It enhanced the smell of blood and instantly attracted the wild monsters and 

beasts' attention. 

"GRRRR!" 

"GYAAHHHH!" 

"KAOOO!" 

"ZZZZHHHH..." 

The land monsters and beasts that Ainsley hadn't tamed kept coming to the 

blood dome's outer layer, trying to attack whoever was inside! 

BANG! BANG! BANG! BRUGH! 

The Godfather furrowed his eyebrows as he looked at the monsters and 

beasts who were pouncing on the dome or attacking it with abilities. 



If these things continued their attacks, they could weaken the blood dome 

used as the barrier. 

So annoying! 

But the Godfather was still confident that he could handle this trouble. 

These many monsters and beasts were just another blood source for him, 

okay? Ha! 

The blood dome's outer layer started to move, and countless thick needles 

suddenly appeared mid-air. 

With just a flick of the Godfather's sleeve, the thousand blood needles as big 

as a baby's arm rapidly attacked the monsters and beasts, targeting their vital 

areas. 

STAB! STAB! STAB! 

The needles either stabbed the monsters' throats, bellies, or their eyes, 

rendering them blind. 

Other needles directly pierced the beasts' hearts before they could even use 

their abilities. 

Some of the beasts with defensive abilities managed to survive and 

immediately chose to run away, but those without defensive abilities mostly 

died or were heavily injured. 

The monsters had thick skins, and not many died with just one stab. 

But when countless blood needles as thick as a baby's arm stabbed their 

bodies, they also died. 

Only those with defensive abilities stayed alive and used their abilities out of 

instinct. 



However, unlike the beasts with high intelligence, the monsters still blindly 

attacked the dome, attracted by the smell of humans' blood and other 

monsters' or beasts' blood mixed inside. 

The monsters and beasts attacked would always spilt blood, and the 

Godfather smoothly controlled their blood to strengthen the blood dome. 

Or, he would suck the monsters and beasts dry by controlling their blood until 

they didn't have even a single drop of blood! 

This was the first time the big bosses saw the blood manipulation ability being 

used in a war. 

They often read the descriptions in legends and history or watch the scene 

replication through a movie or documentary about the Godfather. 

But now, they're watching the real deal! The real blood manipulation ability 

that the Godfather used in a war. 

Seeing the huge crimson dome above their heads and how the outer layer 

transformed into various attacking tools and techniques, the big bosses were 

all dumbfounded. 

This...so powerful, ah! 

No wonder an expert said that someone who had the blood manipulation 

ability would be the God of War whenever they participated in a war. 

Wherever there's blood, the ability user wouldn't lose at all. Unless they used 

up all their energy. 

But Ainsley clearly had quite a lot of energy and had tons of energy crystals to 

replenish her energy too! 

Before she couldn't fight anymore, the enemies would have been dead 

already, okay? Wiped out! 



No wonder Ainsley managed to snatch the Godfather Mausoleum even when 

facing tons of shamans with various strong spirits. 

Could those spirits compare with the Godfather's blood manipulation ability? 

Hell no! 

The big bosses suddenly thought that being a shaman was a wonderful 

thing... 

If they could be a shaman and made a contract with a powerful spirit like the 

Godfather, wouldn't they be invincible? 

Look, that old lady Riemann was also overpowered despite being that old 

already. 

And it's all thanks to leaving the control of her body to her contracted spirit! 

I BECOME BABY MAFIA BOSS 

Chapter 786 - "A Deadlock" 

After all, the power Riemann used right now belonged to her contracted spirit. 

Even if she could use the spirit's ability without getting possessed since she's 

a senior shaman, her old body couldn't handle it. 

But if she left the control to her spirit instead and allowed them to possess her, 

she would still be as strong as the youngsters! 

None of them could be like that once they reached 60 or 70 years old, ah! 

The big bosses were jealous of Ainsley and Riemann, but they still did their 

duties pretty well. 

They worked with each other and successfully killed many enemies who came 

to the island either by air route or the sea route. 

After all, there were so many ships in many directions heading to the island. 

There's no way Jake could handle each of them pretty well. 
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Thus, the big bosses worked together with the 800 troops to attack the 'fish' 

who escaped their net. 

In just an hour, the enemies' ships had already decreased to half, and their 

number was also cut to a pitiful 2000 troops. 

On the other hand, none of the people in Ainsley's faction died. 

After all, they had the blood dome to protect them, a senior alchemist who 

made potions for them, and even a grand healer! 

Their little team surprisingly did well. It's all thanks to Ainsley and Jake, the 

two MVPs of the short war. 

But the group didn't celebrate just yet. 

The enemy did lose their air troops and only had a little left. 

Their ships were also destroyed, but they still had the reinforcement! 

Jake said that the number of reinforcement coming their way might reach 

10.000 troops while their own reinforcement would only reach 5.000 or 8.000 

troops. 

Wouldn't that be another great war ahead? But their barrier-making machines 

still couldn't work well. 

When the time comes, wouldn't their island suffer the most damages without 

the barrier? 

Jake also thought about this, and while controlling the sea to attack another 

batch of ships, he spoke to the big bosses through the Airpods. 

"Everyone. I think we need another batch of barrier-making machines. Any of 

you have some? If you do, immediately send them via teleportation to Port 

Island!" 

From Port Island, they would ship the machines to Pandora Island. 



With Jake's ability to protect the ship, the ship carrying the machines would 

arrive at the island safely. 

Jake's idea sounded good, and the big bosses immediately contacted their 

people to teleport a barrier-making machine if they had any. 

This kind of machine was actually super expensive that no one would easily 

give out one, but they were the island's major shareholders. 

They had to invest more to receive more from Ainsley, the island's actual 

owner. 

Ainsley even said that she would give a batch of free Hundred Thousands 

Demon Blood gems to their families as a thank-you gift for helping her defend 

the island! 

That's another precious resource other than the inheritance stones, ah! 

Thus, once the two-hour time limit ended, Ainsley already received 10-15 

barrier-making machines, enough to cover the whole island. 

At this time, the enemies' anti-barrier machine had already stopped working, 

and yet they hadn't been able to take down Ainsley's group. 

The marshal was already so anxious that he almost blew the whole ship. 

"What is this! There's no way they can keep fighting for too long! Why haven't 

we won yet, hm? We have many elites to take the main attacker spot, right? 

Where are they??" 

The elites gulped nervously as they peeked at the marshal's dark face. 

"M-marshal, we haven't been able to snatch the base or the mine because the 

enemy created a barrier made of blood...a-and..." 

"And what?!" 



"W-we are reluctant to attack the rest of the island because we don't know if 

there are any dangerous areas on the island that will bring danger to all of us 

if they get damaged." 

The marshal paused at that young man's words because he recalled the 

government's intel about the island. 

The island's previous owner said that there's an Abyss Entrance on the 

island... 

But the owner didn't specify the entrance's coordinate. If they blindly attacked 

the island and somehow destroyed or damaged the Abyss Entrance, who 

knows what would happen? 

After all, everyone had been so careful around the Abyss Entrances or exits. 

Everyone was afraid of bringing calamity to the whole world if they messed 

around with the Abyss Entrances or exits! 

The marshal understood the elites' concern. They couldn't just attack the 

island blindly if they didn't want any calamities to happen. 

That's why their troops were restricted and could only aim for the base. But 

the ground was well-protected by the blood dome. 

This is a deadlock. 

The fastest way to win the war was to snatch the base and occupy the island, 

driving their targets away. 

But the targets could come back anytime to try snatching the island from their 

hand... 

After all, this is a world where the strong ones win everything. 

Even if Ainsley was the official owner of the island, if other powerhouses 

defeated her and took over the island, she couldn't do anything about that. 



The mafia council would usually interfere with the case if the two sides had 

already fought once and the result was out. 

The loser couldn't keep attacking that territory and had to give up. Else, there 

would be war everywhere and everyday. 

But this island was coveted by a lot of powerhouses, not only those from the 

mafia society. 

Thus, even the mafia council could do nothing if the powerhouses repeatedly 

attacked the island. 

The only way to solve this problem was to strengthen the island's military 

strength until no one dared to attack them! 

I BECOME BABY MAFIA BOSS 
Chapter 787 - "Inviting More Allies" 

Jake and Ainsley also realised that they were in a deadlock right now. Even if 

both sides' reinforcements arrived, things might still end up like now. 

The Téssera Alliance did win, but it wasn't an overwhelming victory. 

The other party might think that they could win next time. They would keep 

waging war toward the island, definitely disturbing Pandora Island's future 

development. 

What Ainsley and Jake wanted was an overwhelming victory because they 

didn't want any other powerhouses to try attacking the island. 

Being attacked at all times would also be tiring, okay? 

But they didn't want to share this piece of fat meat, Pandora Island, with the 

government. 

It's not like Ainsley didn't love her country. It's just that the government was 

hell-bent on destroying the mafia, even when the mafia didn't bring too much 

harm to the ordinary citizens. 
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The mafia was indeed bad and problematic in the past, but they're definitely 

better nowadays. If not, the big guilds wouldn't cooperate with the mafias! 

The current mafia generation only broke the law regarding a black market, 

selling unauthorized potions or items, selling weapons, and selling drugs. 

The thing with the drug was really tricky because sometimes, these drugs 

didn't harm human beings. The drugs became ingredients for certain potions. 

But drugs could be used for bad things, too, making the drug business a very 

tricky problem. 

Aside from that, most of the mafia families only got involved in the prostitution 

business, but most of them would only accept prostitutes who were willing to 

do this kind of work. 

They wouldn't kidnap young girls or boys and force them to become 

prostitutes. They would also never use human beings as payment for 

someone's debt. 

Only a small percentage of mafia families still did bad things like slavery, 

forced prostitution, selling organs, kidnapping children, and so on. 

But the government still targeted the mafia families who didn't break the taboo 

and only broke the law by a bit. It couldn't be helped, okay? 

The mafia family was still a mafia. Their business would obviously not be very 

honest. 

But the government didn't hate the mafia because of a justified reason like 

wanting to bring safety to their citizens. 

It was because the mafia's influence threatened their own influence and 

power. 



Many of the mafia families owned territories that should have belonged to the 

government but the government couldn't even take back the territories that 

they had lost for centuries. 

Usually, only the nobles and aristocrats could have a territory and own the 

land as a landlord. 

But the mafia snatched the nobles' territories, also challenging the 

government's governing influence too. 

The government was afraid that the mafia would overthrow the government 

and changed the country's politics, leading to many troubles inside and 

outside the country. 

But the mafias, even the mafia council, never thought of overthrowing the 

government, much less creating a new governing system whatsoever. 

They only wanted to continue their mafia tradition that had lasted for a century 

or so. 

It was hard for the mafia to change their mafia family into an ordinary 

influential powerhouse like the Billios Family. 

They had the pride of a mafia too! 

Thus, the government and the mafias always clashed with each other. 

Now, the government wanted to take Pandora Island to strengthen their 

influence as well as weaken the mafias. 

But Ainsley wanted all of this to end and peacefully start her Inheritance Stone 

business within the country, abroad, and even to the non-human races too. 

She wanted the Sloan Family to be even more influential than the Billios 

Family! 



Jake and Ainsley looked at each other from afar and nodded as they spoke 

through their Airpods. 

"Jake, what do you think we should do? Even if both our reinforcements 

arrive, I don't think this will solve the problem." 

Ainsley paused before hesitantly coming up with a suggestion. 

"Should we include more members into the Téssera Alliance? Maybe we 

should invite some honest and trustworthy nobles to pressure the 

government?" 

Ainsley thought that if the nobles could enjoy the island's benefit, they would 

try to persuade the government to stop trying to rob the island for the country. 

After all, that island had been a personal property for more than a decade and 

the government had never cared about that island, not until they knew the 

island's huge benefit. 

Jake was silent for a few seconds before agreeing. 

"I know some high-ranking nobles that are neutral and don't really side with 

the government. We can invite them and add more fighting power to our 

alliance." 

An old family like the Billios Family did have a vast connection both inside and 

outside the Godlif Country. 

"Oh, right. I think we should also invite the non-human races to join the 

alliance." 

Ainsley almost slipped and fell. Thankfully, half of her body control was in the 

Godfather's hand, and she was only in charge of moving her mouth right now. 

"Inviting the non-human races too?! Is it possible??" 



"Possible. You can tell them that the way to buy inheritance stones from 

Pandora Island is by becoming an alliance member." 

It would also make things easier for the alliance members who were in charge 

of selling the stones to the non-human races. 

With one or two non-human races powerhouses on their side, plus the Billios 

Family's connection, they could easily infiltrate the non-human races market to 

sell the Inheritance Stones. 

They would face less doubt and suspicions and also avoid some unnecessary 

or unforeseen troubles. 

"How is it? We don't need to ask the royalties of the non-human races to join 

our alliance because the royalties already entered the World Union 

organisation." 

Jake paused before continuing. 

"We only need some merchant families, military families, political and 

production families from each non-human race." 

I BECOME BABY MAFIA BOSS 
Chapter 788 - "Accepting New Alliance Members 

But this way, the number of their Téssera alliance members would grow up to 

thirty or maybe fifty powerhouses. 

Still, the core members would always be the fourteen initial powerhouses, 

excluding the Sloan Family, which was the alliance leader. 

"The matter of selling stocks to other families is also good, but they will only 

provide you with money and not manpower. Thus, recruiting more secondary 

members is still required." 

Ainsley was silent as she contemplated this matter and actually agreed with 

Jake's suggestion. The more allies they had, the better. 
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Pandora Island would welcome more different powerhouses, and the island 

might become a new small province or something. 

There might be friction between alliance members, especially when they also 

invited the non-human races. But Ainsley believed that she could handle this 

well. 

Not to mention that she would put the Irregular Tamers Guild Headquarter on 

the island. Her fighting power would be enough to ensure the members never 

break any rules. 

Plus, she would limit the number of troops that each powerhouses could send 

to the island to be trained, and the troops had to be changed once every six 

months or once a year. 

That way, there's no way any powerhouses could think of a bad idea such as 

seizing the island from the inside and up pressing the other powerhouses. 

Since Zilla would also be placed on the island, Ainsley had enough 'police' to 

ensure the island's peaceful environment. 

Ainsley thought of the matter for a few seconds more and then resolutely 

nodded. 

"I agree, Jake. We should start contacting them now. Let's start with the 

nobles. They should send their representatives or send their family heads for 

a meeting on this island." 

As for the upcoming 10.000 people from the government side? 

She didn't really care about that as long as Jake's power was still there and 

she could still use the blood manipulation ability. 

After a night's rest, everything should be fine. 



With Ainsley agreeing to Jake's suggestion, the young man immediately 

contacted his right-hand man, the old butler at the casino, to invite the nobles 

to the capital. 

They immediately got a response in less than 30 minutes. 

There were five high-ranking old noble families that Jake contacted, and all of 

them agreed to head to the island as soon as possible. 

To show their sincerity, all the families sent their family head to attend the 

meeting and brought 50-100 people with them as precautions. 

The family heads used Jake's Teleportal to go to Port Island along with 10-20 

elite guards. 

The rest of their people headed to Pandora Island after the family heads used 

the Teleportal. 

For the past two days, Jake's Teleportal was closed for the public and Jake 

prioritised all people related to his own faction or a member of the Téssera 

Alliance. 

Because of that, just fifteen minutes ago, 200 more troops had already arrived 

at their island, adding more human resources and troops. 

The family heads of the five nobles came an hour after Jake's invitation, and 

coincidentally, they were in luck to see Jake and Ainsley fighting the enemies 

with their own two eyes. 

Maybe the big and the little fox intended to show off their power to 'scare' the 

nobles. They actually went all out and pushed the enemy's troops further 

away from the island! 

Seeing such a wonderful power display, the five nobles' family heads didn't 

dare to act arrogant or look down on Ainsley, who was apparently their 

alliance leader. 



Jake and Ainsley fought for around two to three hours before the enemy 

stopped attacking them. 

The enemy apparently chose to wait for their reinforcement, and at the same 

time, Jake and Ainsley were also tired. 

Thus, both sides went into a stalemate, and the Téssera Alliance used this 

opportunity to meet the five noble family heads. 

In the first place, these nobles had already been interested in the Inheritance 

Stone business. 

They also wanted to buy Inheritance Stones at a cheaper price for their own 

uses, and Ainsley's proposal suited their desires. 

"If you join our alliance, you can purchase the stones we mined at much 

cheaper price compared to the market price." 

Anyway, she still didn't lose anything because the money needed to mine the 

inheritance stone wasn't that much with the help of the Alliance members. 

"I will also give you free inheritance stones if the stones are just too little. You 

will also get large Inheritance Stones for free each month, depending on the 

monthly harvest." 

Of course, if any of the alliance members got caught smuggling the stones, or 

their workers stole the stones without giving them all to the Sloan Family for 

inspections, they would forever be banned from joining the alliance. 

And no one shall be allowed to sell stones to those traitors too! 

The nobles certainly didn't want to be blacklisted. Thus, the nobles looked at 

Ainsley and spoke earnestly. 

"Rest assured, little boss. We will only send our trustworthy workers and 

trustworthy troops. If our people break the rules and incite disharmony 

between the alliance members, we will punish them severely." 



The noble family heads also gave Ainsley a privilege to punish disobedient 

members, even if those people belonged to their families and not Ainsley's 

own people. 

Ainsley was obviously pleased with the nobles' words and quickly shook 

hands with them. 

"If that's the case, I shall welcome you to our alliance. Please sign these 

documents and then swore a soul oath in front of the alliance members." 

All fourteen leaders of the powerhouses that had already joined the alliance 

early on were there in the meeting. 

They knew that they would gain many more alliance members in the future, 

but they didn't feel threatened. 

Anyway, their shares wouldn't decline just because of this. 

"Welcome to the alliance!" 

I BECOME BABY MAFIA BOSS 
Chapter 789 - "A Visitor From The Aretha Family" 

The old members happily welcomed the new members and were even excited 

when they knew that they might have non-human races as their allies in the 

future. 

Those non-human races would live on this island, just like what happened at 

the Port Island! 

They really didn't think that more alliance members meant less benefit for 

them. 

Ainsley herself already swore that the amount of inheritance stones yet to be 

mined was so abundant that the price would drop severely if they didn't keep 

this a secret. 
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Thus, the alliance members only told others that the mine held very few 

stones and they would only sell the stones occasionally. 

Indeed, Ainsley limited the amount of stones the members could sell to 

maintain the price of the inheritance stone. 

This way, they also didn't need to dig out so many inheritance stones each 

month and could focus on the island's development, exploration, and safety. 

The five leaders quickly swore a soul oath and joined Ainsley's group to fight 

with the government and those wretched powerhouses. 

"It will be tea time soon. Uncles and aunties, I will lead you around our 

unfinished base and explain many things related to the location of your future 

bases." 

Ainsley took the chance to introduce Pandora Island to the new alliance 

members. She even sent a file containing a thorough explanation of Pandora 

Island itself. 

"In the future, all of the alliance members can make one big base to 

accommodate their troops. We intend to develop half of the island into a 

treasure hunting ground and half of it as our private city." 

Jake listened to Ainsley's alluring future plan and added more 'sugars' for the 

new alliance members. 

"Yes, yes. The Port Island will also cooperate with Pandora Island because it's 

quite close. It means that many non-human races outside of the alliance will 

visit the island and do business with us." 

The non-human races that often visited Port Island could hunt treasures or 

simply buy the demonic gems and the inheritance stones at Pandora Island. 



"We also have many types of unique things here that we haven't fully explored 

yet. I plan to open the island for adventurers, mercenaries, and explorers to 

help us fully explore the island, " 

Ainsley added more plans to her future plan. 

The future that Ainsley painted was really good, so good that the new alliance 

members were already drooling over the development. 

"I will also ask the big guild leaders to build a branch guild here to help us 

develop the island into an elite paradise!" 

Ainsley only casually said this, but she didn't know that in the future, Pandora 

Island would truly become a legendary paradise island despite the harsh 

environment. 

After the new members joined the alliance, more and more troops came to 

Pandora Island, and the government side couldn't intercept the troops thanks 

to Jake's super good water manipulation control. 

In the end, the sun had gone down, and the surroundings became pitch black. 

Wild flying monsters and beasts started to come out one by one, hovering 

around the island AND the ships. 

Both sides didn't attack each other and waited until tomorrow to see which 

side got the reinforcements before the other party. 

Ainsley knew that her reinforcement from her allies would arrive right at dawn, 

and they should be faster than the government sides for various reasons. 

Because of this, she had the time to relax and ask Grandpa Yofan about the 

family. 

"Grandpa, the signal is bad here, and I can only call you for fifteen minutes at 

most. So, how is it going there? Have you guys occupied the Naran Family?" 



Grandpa Yofan immediately answered with a proud tone of voice. 

"Of course we did. We conquer that family in just a day, all thanks to Zilla. 

Right, we have forcefully snatched the Naran Family's main mansion, and we 

will turn the mansion into ours soon." 

It had been a few months ever since Ainsley implemented the ranking system 

for the branch families, and the branch families had started to move out to 

new territories and govern them well. 

"The third family branch in the line should be in charge of the Naran Family's 

other territories too. Bring some more members because we have more than 

enough now." 

"Okay, okay." 

"Hum. Also, keep recruiting members! Our goal is to be as big as the Billios or 

the Walter Family." 

It was actually quite hard to recruit ability users to become mafias, especially if 

these people were loyal to the country and thought that being a mafia was 

bad. 

However, Ainsley had her own unique points, which were her super young 

age. 

Many newly awakened ability users believed that joining a mafia family whose 

family head was a toddler wouldn't be as bad as the others. 

Children were generally pure and kind, anyway. They heard that Ainsley 

wasn't a puppet leader, and she's truly a genius! 

There's also this thing with opening the Godfather Mausoleum to the non-

ability users and only charging them half the price of shamans or other ability 

users. 



In exchange, if these ordinary visitors awakened as a shaman, the Sloan 

Family would be the first to scout them out, and the Shaman Guild wouldn't 

fight them for this. 

Thus, Ainsley tugged some strings behind the screen to bring more children 

under the age of three to visit the Godfather mausoleum, making it a historical 

study tour for the kids. 

It was a good way to make them know that such a legend existed and to instill 

a belief that not all mafias were as bad as the movies portrayed. 

Anyway...Grandpa Yofan chatted a bit and suddenly dropped shocking news 

to Ainsley. 

"Ah, right, Ain. This morning, someone from the Aretha Family visited our 

mansion." 

I BECOME BABY MAFIA BOSS 
Chapter 790 - “Raphael's Hidden Intention” 

Ainsley immediately furrowed her eyebrows at Grandpa Yofan's words. What 

did he say? Someone from the Aretha Family came? 

The Aretha Family had just sent troops to participate in raiding Pandora 

Island! 

Ainsley suppressed the urge to teleport to her mansion and slap whoever 

came to their family's mansion. 

She took a deep breath and spoke, "Who came? What's their business?" 

Grandpa Yofan fell silent for a few seconds before replying, "The guest...is the 

heir of the Aretha Family, first young master Raphael." 

! Raphael? 

Ainsley remembered some things related to the Aretha Family's sudden attack 

on their family back then. 
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For the family to respond to Blair's wildfulness and suddenly attack their family 

like that...Raphael should be involved, right? 

Ainsley also vaguely remembered the mysterious person who tried to steal 

her rare potions...after some investigations, she found a lead. 

The heir of the Aretha Family surprisingly had a similar ability recorded in the 

mafia council's database. 

Ainsley didn't know about the illusion ability, but the darkness manipulation 

ability matched that mysterious intruder's ability. 

She suddenly suspected Raphael to be the one behind the mysterious 

intruder's identity. 

She couldn't prove her guess, but from that moment, Ainsley put her guard 

against Raphael. 

She had a feeling that the true boss of the Aretha Family wasn't Michael, 

Blair's adoptive father, but Raphael instead. 

Hearing that Raphael suddenly came to her mansion right after the Aretha 

Family troops joined the alliance to rob Pandora Island, Ainsley felt something 

was fishy here. 

"What is he doing at my mansion? Why did he go there? To meet me? 

Shouldn't he know that I'm not at the mansion?" 

Grandpa Yofan himself was also feeling doubtful about this matter. Raphael 

came right a day after the family's main troops returned from conquering the 

Naran Family. 

Right now, they're busy with the post-war procedures. Why would Raphael 

come at such a time? He didn't think that the Sloan Family would be too busy 

to receive him? 



Grandpa Yofan swallowed his doubts and faithfully recounted what Raphael 

came for. 

"He said that he came to negotiate with you about his sacred beast, Vallan…" 

Grandpa Yofan was silent before speaking in a low tone of voice mixed with a 

hint of bewilderment. 

"He said that if you return Vallan to him, he will help you with Pandora Island's 

matter. I don't know why he said that. The Aretha Family has nothing to do 

with Pandora Island, right?" 

When Grandpa Yofan said that, Ainsley already clenched her fists and almost 

broke the phone. 

That Raphael– he is precisely waiting for this moment to retrieve Vallan! No 

wonder he didn't make a move for more than four months. 

He's waiting for a suitable time to retrieve Vallan without giving out 

compensation to Ainsley! 

As for what Raphael meant with helping her solve the Pandora Island case… 

Raphael didn't mean to say that his measly 200-ish troops sent to the alliance 

could make any difference in this war. 

But he could be a traitor in the alliance and helped Ainsley to win the war 

faster and easier. He wasn't afraid of getting targeted by the powerhouse 

inside the alliance. 

He could toss all the responsibilities to the Sloan Family, saying that the Sloan 

Family threatened him to be a traitor using Vallan as the hostage. 

That way, the Aretha Family unknowingly forced themselves to be in Ainsley's 

camp, even if Ainsley didn't want to. 



Thus, no matter what actually happened, people will think that the Aretha 

Family already made amends with the Sloan Family, and the two are working 

together now. 

At least because of Vallan. 

The Aretha Family could benefit a lot from this. 

They could infiltrate themselves into Ainsley's inner circle, could force Ainsley 

to make amends with them, and also silently covet the Inheritance Stone. 

Ainsley was obviously the one having the upper hand thanks to Vallan, but 

with this one move alone, she was forced to follow the Aretha Family's little 

tricks. 

Plus, if she refused this offer, Aretha could still betray the alliance and pretend 

to be on the Téssera Alliance's side. 

Even if none of the alliance members would acknowledge the Aretha Family, 

that family only wanted to flame some gossip and rumours. 

After all, the Sloan Family was a rising family now, and many powerhouses 

wanted to be on their good side, especially after the government leaked the 

thing with the Inheritance Stone's mine. 

Right now, the whole country and even other countries who got news of it 

were silently watching Pandora Island war, wanting to leech to whoever won 

the war in the end. 

The Aretha Family believed that the Sloan Family would win. After all, Ainsley 

had that mysterious ability that almost made them fall from grace. 

This kind of war should be easy for her. 

But the Aretha Family was already on the Sloan Family's bad side because of 

the sudden attack almost a year ago, causing the two sides never to 

reconcile. 



This is Raphael's last effort to make amends with the Sloan Family and 

befriend the Sloan Family, even if he had to use underhanded tactics and be 

shameless. 

He didn't care whether Ainsley hated him or not. Even if Ainsley hated the 

Aretha Family, if both sides could benefit from their cooperation, would 

Ainsley refuse? 

Even if Ainsley refused, would the higher-ups in the Sloan Family follow her 

personal feud? 

It's easy to forgive others in the mafia world where one wouldn't know who is a 

true friend and who isn't. 

The mafia world was always grey and black, rarely white. For the sake of 

benefit, even enemies could work together for a period of time. 

Ainsley understood all Raphael's silent intention, but she didn't want to follow 

the path he opened for her! 

 


